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Coachwork: body panels and fit
Judges may look for:
Uniformity of gaps between body 
panels,
Alignment between adjacent body 
panels and
Dents and creases.



Exterior paint
Judges may look for:
Unrepaired paint chips,
Poor paint matches on repaired 
body panels and
Dirt, wax smudges and residue.



All exterior glass and other optical surfaces, including lights, mirrors and reflectors
Judges may look for:
Smudges and fingerprints on glass
Smudges on mirrors,
Insects and road debris on headlights
Exhaust residue on rear reflectors and tail light lenses.



Metal and plastic trim
Pitting or defects in metal and plastic,
Exhaust residue on rear bumper trim,
Loose trim,
Dirt in corners at junctions between different materials and structures such as metal or plastic trim and rubber 
trim, painted body panels or glass
Dirt in exterior door handles and locks
Dirt and exhaust residue on the outside of tailpipe trim pieces.



Rubber trim, excluding bumpers
Streaks, surface dirt and plasticizer,
Loose trim,
Dirt and insects in wiper blades or their mechanisms and
Dust and gravel between edges of rubber trim and body panels.

Bumper assemblies
Exhaust residue around mounting holes for rear bumper 
guards and on rubber
and plastic trim,
Dust and gravel between edges of rubber trim and 
bumper panels,
Pitting of metal trim and
Plastic or rubber trim cracks, fading and streaks.



Hubcaps and outer surfaces of wheels and tires
Dirt around edge of rim and tire sidewall,
Dirt around valve stem and balancing weights,
Dirt and brake dust around lug nuts or bolts,
Dirt, plasticizer residue or excess rubber conditioner or dressing on outside tire
sidewalls and
Dirt or smudges on wheel rim surface





1: EXTERIOR
 The Exterior of the car as a judging category includes:

◦ The entire exterior surface of the car above its junction with the Chassis,
◦ All exterior body panels [i] [ii],
◦ The exterior surfaces of all deck lids out to their perimeters [i] [ii],
◦ The exterior surfaces of covers over gas and oil filler areas [i] [ii],
◦ The exterior surfaces of all windows, and glass and plastic surfaces of external
◦ mirrors, reflectors and lights [iii],
◦ All exterior metal and plastic trim [iv],
◦ The exterior surfaces of exhaust pipe trim pieces [iv],
◦ All exterior rubber trim and molding [v] [vi],
◦ Bumper assemblies, including rubber molding [vi] and
◦ The outside surfaces of the wheels and tires [vii].

 The Exterior excludes:
◦ The tire tread and the edges of wheel spokes and cutouts,
◦ Any horizontal surfaces at the bottom of bumpers, fenders, quarter panels or trim
◦ pieces at edges of exterior,
◦ The interior surfaces of any exhaust pipes,
◦ Any surfaces parallel to tire treads around edges of wheel wells and
◦ The areas under gas and oil filler doors.
◦ The margins of the Exterior are located:
◦ Around the perimeter, at the bottom part of finished edges of trim pieces, if they
◦ go to the bottom of the rocker panels, fenders, bumpers or quarter panels,
◦ or at the bottom of the vertical portions or finished portions of body
◦ panels, fenders and bumpers, whichever is lower, and
◦ Around door openings, at the edges of the openings flush with the outside
◦ surface of the car body.



 i: Coachwork: body panels and fit
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Uniformity of gaps between body panels,
◦ Alignment between adjacent body panels and
◦ Dents and creases.

 ii: Exterior paint
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Unrepaired paint chips,
◦ Poor paint matches on repaired body panels and
◦ Dirt, wax smudges and residue.

 iii: All exterior glass and other optical surfaces,
 including lights, mirrors and reflectors

◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Smudges and fingerprints on glass (exterior and interior judges should confer to
◦ determine whether each smudge is on inside or outside surface),
◦ Smudges on mirrors,
◦ Insects and road debris on headlights and
◦ Exhaust residue on rear reflectors and tail light lenses.

 iv: Metal and plastic trim
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Pitting or defects in metal and plastic,
◦ Exhaust residue on rear bumper trim,
◦ Loose trim,
◦ Dirt in corners at junctions between different materials and structures such as
◦ metal or plastic trim and rubber trim, painted body panels or glass,
◦ Dirt in exterior door handles and locks and
◦ Dirt and exhaust residue on the outside of tailpipe trim pieces.



 v: Rubber trim, excluding bumpers
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Streaks, surface dirt and plasticizer,
◦ Loose trim,
◦ Dirt and insects in wiper blades or their mechanisms and
◦ Dust and gravel between edges of rubber trim and body panels.
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 vi: Bumper assemblies
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Exhaust residue around mounting holes for rear bumper guards and on rubber
◦ and plastic trim,
◦ Dust and gravel between edges of rubber trim and bumper panels,
◦ Pitting of metal trim and
◦ Plastic or rubber trim cracks, fading and streaks.

 vii: Hubcaps and outer surfaces of wheels and tires
◦ Judges may look for:
◦ Dirt around edge of rim and tire sidewall,
◦ Dirt around valve stem and balancing weights,
◦ Dirt and brake dust around lug nuts or bolts,
◦ Dirt, plasticizer residue or excess rubber conditioner or dressing on outside tire
◦ sidewalls and
◦ Dirt or smudges on wheel rim surface.
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